FLASHPOINT INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM

Make Better, More Informed Decisions

When it comes to decisions and mitigating
risk, organizations want a solution that can
give them immediate visibility into real threats
with the potential to harm them. One of the
best ways to get this insight is to harness the
relevant information in the Deep & Dark Web
to track threats and threat actors from where
they originate, but gathering this data is an
extraordinarily difficult and risky endeavor.
Organizations need a solution that broadens
the scope of intelligence beyond traditional
threat detection so that they can get scalable,
more contextually rich results which will let
them make better decisions and protect their
ability to operate across the enterprise.

We Know Business Risk
Flashpoint Intelligence Platform grants
access to our expansive archive of
intelligence reports and Deep & Dark
Web data in a single, finished
intelligence experience.
Whether you are an intel expert or new
to assessing risk, our platform delivers
relevant intelligence that empowers
you to make more informed decisions
and to mitigate risk in any part of your
organization.

To request a meeting, please visit www.flashpoint-intel.com or follow us on Twitter at @FlashpointIntel

FEATURES

Customizable BRI Dashboard
Our “onboarding wizard” allows for quick customization to industry,
region, category, and threat target access. It’s a finished intelligence
experience to help organizations make more informed decisions.

Intelligence-to-Data Pivoting
Browse or query reports then click directly into a sanitized copy of
the original threat actor conversation. Assess emerging threats,
vulnerabilities, and potential impacts to accurately and make
effective risk decisions.

Tagging & Content Classification
The Flashpoint Intelligence Platform features optimized intelligence
and report tagging and classification that improves report searching
and discovery. Users can simply investigate BRI reports, including
cybercrime intelligence, physical threat intelligence, and sanitized
searching of the Deep & Dark Web, and easily gain a deep contextual
understanding of the threats that matter to them the most.

“Our transition to Flashpoint
Intelligence Platform 3.0 was
seamless. In this finished
intelligence product, what
differentiates Flashpoint is its
ability to pivot from reports
directly into the actor conversation and take the story 10
times deeper. We can see
more about what we care
about, such as conversations
about us, our clients, other
companies; you get to the raw
intelligence itself, which no
one else lets you do.”
Threat Analyst
Large Financial Services
Sector Company

ANALYSTS TRAINING THE TOOLS TO GENERATE INTELLIGENCE ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE

DEEP & DARK WEB
COLLECTION ENGINE

DATA PIPELINE

ANALYTICS ENGINE

PLATFORM

Analysts get access to Deep
& Dark Web communities and
inform the tooling to collect a
wide variety of content

Diverse, historical, and
real-time data is stored and
parsed

Analysts inform proprietary
analytics technology to
ensure relevant data delivery

Flashpoint intelligence
backed by an extensive
historical database of Deep &
Dark Web data

ABOUT FLASHPOINT
Flashpoint delivers Business Risk Intelligence (BRI) to empower business units and functions across organizations to make better decisions
and mitigate risk. The company's unique Deep & Dark Web data, expertise, and technology enable our customers to glean intelligence that
informs risk and protects their ability to operate. Fortune 500 and government customers utilize Flashpoint's intelligence across the
enterprise, including bolstering cybersecurity, confronting fraud, detecting insider threats, enhancing physical security, assessing M&A
opportunities, and addressing vendor risk and supply chain integrity. For corporations with limited experience availing themselves of Deep &
Dark Web intelligence, Flashpoint has tailored offerings that deliver comprehensive reporting and monitoring on their behalf. Flashpoint is
backed by Greycroft Partners, TechOperators, K2 Intelligence, Jump Capital, Leaders Fund, Bloomberg Beta, and Cisco Investments.
For more information visit www.flashpoint-intel.com or follow us on Twitter at @FlashpointIntel.

